Prophecies received on Tuesday prayer morning - 02/15

Question: Is there anything that the Lord wants to show us about our home, any improvements we need to make or anything that we need to do differently? Or whatever He wants to say on that.

Prophecies:

(Sharon) I was just getting the song, “Be ye kind one to another, tender hearted, forgiving one another, even as God for Christ’s sake has forgiven you.” Beloved let us love.

***

(Claire) I got the song, “Making a home of hearts, my love, is what we’ve got to do.” Also the other song, “Serve one another in love.”

***

Let the love of Christ constrain us.

***

But to do good and to communicate forget not, for such is the will of God concerning you. Your home has so much to do. Each one carries such a load of responsibility and there are so many exciting things happening in every department. Sometimes things get going so fast and there is so much happening that the left hand doesn’t know what the right hand is doing. This is a real practical way that your home can strengthen its unity by taking more time to talk and share the news of all that I am doing and all that is happening. You do that a little bit yet there are times frequently when so much is happening that many in the home don’t even know exactly what’s going on or why it’s happening or how it’s happening. It would be an encouragement to take more time to communicate so that everyone is on the same page and the pillar of your home can pulsate more in tune. Your ministry involves a whole lot of business and there is no way that you can get around that or get out of that because that’s what your job is—it’s very business oriented. But in all the business and all the counseling and all the progress if you share with one another news and views and ideas it can be much more inspiring and uplifting if all feel a part—not just of their little department—but if all feel a part of the whole and understand how the whole works together. This will also enable you to hear more clearly from Me on the many, many decisions which have to be made in so many areas. More people power, more sources of My word flowing, more channels. So to do good and to communicate, forget not.

***

And in all your communications neglect not to communicate with headquarters for more praying and praising together will bring more unity. Not only in the designated times where there can tend to habituality and you can sometimes even fall into a rut of praying for specific things for a specific amount of time. But more time in praise and prayer and fellowship with one another will give you greater unity, greater strength, greater power and make you greater channels for My spirit to flow and work and do miracles. For prayer is not the least you can do it is the most you can do. So as questions come up, as you need direction—for I am moving in many new directions and you will need much direction—if you just stop in unity, pump people power, pump heaven power and call down the powers and answers from heaven together. More little times through out the day to pray and praise will stretch your devotions through the whole day, not just limiting it to your little times in the morning. There are many opportunities to put your arm around the one next to you and praise a little bit, sing a little song of praise, thank Me from some goodness that I have sent your way. Share a testimony of My power and victory. For this is the pumping of My spirit. I will make the fresh waters flowing through your home, even greater. For you do have a happy home, a loving home and I would increase that to keep it exciting and fresh and flowing with the pumping of praise and prayer and the sharing of testimonies, sharing little tidbits of My love and word. So keep on, keep on doing good.

***

And as you open up your hearts so will My spirit flow in all of its power. And as you praise Me in spontaneous ways—it doesn’t have to be long but for little things here and there—so will the children also praise Me more spontaneously.

***

Comments:

(Larry) About the people power and all that with everyone kind of feeling more a part of the whole and not so departmentalized, “Just this is my responsibility and I don’t have to worry about the others.” More like wells where the ideas and inspiration and the Lord speaking about things can come from unexpected sources—unexpected in that it may not be that individual’s “main responsibility” but the Lord can speak through people to give ideas in a new, fresh way and that is one tangible ministry related benefit in having people feel more involved and not so departmentalized.